Portable Roll-in
Wheelchair Shower
Affordable • Portable • Durable
Self-contained • Hygienic

The Amramp Shower is a great
alternative to a costly bathroom
renovation!
Converting a large bedroom into an accessible
bathroom costs about $45,000
The average cost of a no-frills upgrade for a small
5’ x 7’ bathroom is about $25,000
Add to that the time, inconvenience and frustration
of having major renovations done to a home
The Amramp portable, roll-in shower
is a fraction of those costs and is
available immediately.

800-649-5215
www.amramp.com/showers

Perfect to use while your bathroom is being
renovated

800-649-5215
www.amramp.com/showers

Just roll-in, shower and
roll back out!
Features
Attaches easily to any faucet or hot
water source for a nice, hot shower

Portable Roll-in Shower
A portable, affordable, self-contained
shower solution
People with mobility challenges still need
and enjoy a warm, cleansing shower.
A dignified alternative to a sponge bath
Reduces the risk of infection and skin damage
Removes soap better than a sponge bath
Rinses the skin with fresh, clean water
No plumbing required

Folds down for easy storage
The Amramp shower is for people
using wheelchairs who:
Live in rental units
Have a short term disability, such as recovering
from an accident or surgery
Want an affordable alternative to costly home
renovation
Are too sick or weak for traditional showers or baths
Like to travel - relatives, friends and hotels usually do
not have accessible bathrooms
The Amramp shower classifies as
“reasonable accommodations” to ADA
regulations for Subsidized Housing.

Replaceable, opaque privacy curtain
with easy access for caregivers
Movable shower head
Powerful wastewater pump
Specially designed drain pan
Easy to clean and sanitize
Oversized for large wheelchairs

Specifications
Non-corrosive PVC frame

No home modifications

48” high, 36” wide, 48” deep

Shower in any room - even on carpeting!

UL & CE listed and NSF approved

Use in the kitchen, bathroom, bedroom or
anywhere else with access to warm water
Easy storage between uses

